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Abstract- In software programs if the code is similar to each other or we can say if the code is copied then it is called clones, we can also use the term of replication or redundancy for it. Every researcher have purposed a different definitions of clones according to him. We also use the term of duplicate code for it.

Through the occurrence of clones the program efficiency is to be decreases. it can also effects on program cost and maintenance. The code redundancy can be solved by some techniques. We can separately functionalized the clones into a single unit.

Several studies are to be defined for the prevention and detection of a code clone. We have also need to prevent a unification and refactoring of a software clones. And sometimes programmers need to manually understand the clones by the use of clone detection tools, decide how they should be refactories. This obvious gap between the clone detection tools and the clone analysis tools, makes the refactoring and the programmers refactoring the duplicate codes. In this thesis, an approach for the refactoring through different algorithms for unification in software replication of code or we can say clone that have to be overcomes the limitations of previous methods. This technique is used to prevent and solve the raised mismatched between the clones. It can also find a mapping between the similar statements. We have also defined preconditions in particular order to explain whether the duplicated code safely refactories to manage the behavior of existing code.

Introduction

In this thesis presents a methods for removing the unification and refactoring through different algorithms in java programming. And also used a art of state techniques. The proposed approach takes as entire program or parts of a the codes that have been detected by a specific tool. And also determines whether the clones. And try to fully refactories. The three main steps involved in the process are the following. In the first step, it finds the structures of control dependency within the clones. And now in second step, prevent the matched statements also used to remove the mismatching at the same step. And in the last step, again define the mismatched conditions again and also define whether the program behavior is to be changed or not.

In this thesis the technique is to be only used for a first three types of clones. The technique is compared with Codepro, and a art of state tool is to be used. The same process is to be carried out until the fair results. And the results shows that the our technique is more efficient then codepro tool in java programming.

Related Work

The extraction of code clone differences is an important step toward the process of refactoring code duplicates. This technique is not only used for the detection or prevention of software clones.
it can also be used for the evolution of some other software applications. Data copy detection, source code retrieval. The Program Dependence Graphs and their applications, the next two current approaches for code matching and discusses the art of state techniques toward code clone refactoring. We will analysis the mismatching is not be explored and not to be optimal and also face some scalability problems.

**Clone Refactoring Techniques**

Balazinska et al defines the code clone differences and perform advanced code clone analysis and provide the a solution to programmer to solve refactoring. In this technique compare code fragments based on the Pattern Matching algorithm. The proposed algorithm aligns syntactically unstructured entities and finds the distance of the two code fragments. The solution is to be used to minimize the number of tokens to be inserted or deleted to change the code fragments into another fragment. However, this overall distance cannot be guaranteed as minimal as it tries to find optimal values at node level without considering the hierarchical structural differences at a higher level. The differences are expressed as programming language entities easily understandable by a programmer. This is done by projecting the tokens forming the differences onto the corresponding AST elements. The differences are also categorized based on the role in refactoring. The categories are:

1. Superficial differences such as names of local variables which do not affect the behavior of methods
2. Differences which affect the methods such as return value, access modifiers, thrown exceptions etc.
3. Differences affecting the types of parameters
4. All other differences.

**Clone Unification**

The proposed technique for the unification of clones in order to refactor them comprises three major steps as follows:

1. Control Structure Matching: The control structure of the code fragments is extracted into trees called Control Dependence Trees and they are matched for identifying potential refactoring candidates as well as to determine valid clone regions.
2. Program Dependence Graph Matching: The output of this phase is an optimal match of the PDGs corresponding to the matched subtrees from the previous step.

3. Checking Preconditions: A check is done against a set of predetermined conditions to ensure that the code behavior is preserved and to determine whether it is safe to refactor.
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**Clone Refactoring**

After the completion of the process, we need to define where the duplicated code can be safely extracted into a common method. According to Opdyke, each refactoring should be set with a set of preconditions, which monitor that the where the code is to be refectories. If any precondition is to be failed or not fully refectories the code the the program behavior is to be totally changed.

**Conclusion and Future Work**

This is a first step of research goal. To this end, we developed a clone refactoring technique through different algorithms that overcomes some of the limitations of previous approaches. The important and main feature of this thesis is to be defines the much more differences and detect them and also define through control dependency of code also map the difference and define where is to be mismatched and remove this miss matched. the one more main aspect of this thesis is to be define where is to clone and define if we remove the clone then the program behavior is to be changed or still same and define where to change is required. And currently defines the study of refactorability of clones detected from different clone detection tools such as Codepro, PMD.

In the evaluation of our approach, we compare the Codepro tool for the refactoring the Type-2 clones, and our technique is to be more efficient then the codepro. And the another code clone is not related to java programs but also it can be revalorized directly.

As future work, we can detect some new and additional techniques for type 3 and type 4 clones. To accomplish this theme first we need to specify a particular base mark technique for type3 and type4 and then using art of state tools. And also define the decision of mismatching and compare the result with some new refactoring removing tool with some graph dependency notations.
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